Become Finance Business Partner (All Gender)
Our Finance Team in Hamburg is waiting for you.
We believe your interests to be equally important as the ones of your team. This is why you can achieve
even more with us. Sounds good? Then you have our Team-Ego – and are just right with us.

Our promise
We help people move forward every day. We’re encouraging you to go your own way. Because we’re offering
you a company culture where everyone is met openly and at eye level. You’ll meet a variety of different
people, living our values all day every day. We’re inviting you to a range of joint experiences within our team
as well as your personal spotlight moment.

Your Part













Work with Credit Risk and Commercial team to drive strong financial performance and accurate
forecasting
Be key person to drive performance tracking i.e. setting up respective reporting and tracking processes
Own and coordinate all planning related activities across Commercial and Credit Risk to develop
ambitious but realistic plans/forecasts
Analyze performance in detail to deliver and drive financial strategies and interventions to improve
performance against key financial goals – mobilize finance team to ensure integrated management of
issues. Lead discussion, directly and through the finance function to effectively challenge the
assumptions
Drive business cases to focus on performance measures and alignment to product strategy, ensuring
pricing transparency and customer relationship building.
Strong commercial edge to support Marketing & Commercial in preparing business cases in being a
challenger and partner of the entire business of Barclaycard Germany
Drive cost management and control disciplines into Barclaycard Germany
Provide appropriate support, modelling and challenge to major partnerships.
Set up appropriate Management Reporting and provide regular update of projects
Development and maintenance of a Finance MI infrastructure supporting Planning and reporting
purposes as well as general ledger and regulatory reporting
Apply the highest standards of controls and risk management practices and behaviours and embed a
positive risk and control culture

What you’re made of














Either Qualified accountant or MBA with at least 5yrs experience in consumer finance
In-depth knowledge in planning process incl. system knowledge necessary
Demonstrate ability of deep technical product knowledge and interest with ability and interest to deep
dive into product detail to optimize performance
Very good understanding of the financial service industry and the commercial challenges that go with
this
Be collaborative, transparent and pragmatic
Very strong communication skills to be able to successfully communicate and negotiate on ExCo Level
Take ownership and be accountable
Cultural awareness and ability to adapt culturally
Proven effective contributor and influencer in complex, matrixed and multiple entity environments
Strong communication, negotiation and influencing skills to work effectively with senior stakeholder to
achieve best possible outcome and compromises
Excellent presentation skills to be able to clearly and crisp lay out and communicate results, challenges
and actions arising from this
Innovative – be able to work creatively with commercial counterparts to develop new
ideas/products/propositions and tailor to current constrains
Ability to operate effectively at a strategic and detail level.

About us
We’re not an average bank. We’re Barclaycard: modern, diverse and digitally minded. As one of the country’s
leading credit institutions, we have over 700 employees based in Hamburg. For the past 25 years, we have
been offering our customers flexible payment options and helpful financing solutions that have resulted in
over 1 million customers.

Interested? Perfect
Send us your application with your resume and a cover letter with your salary expectations and earliest
starting date to karriereaussichten@barclaycard.de, quoting reference 27/2020.

